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Abstract—An advanced light source at blue-green waveband is
the key to improve the link-distance and communication perfor-
mance of an underwater wireless optical communication (UWOC)
system. This work presents the underwater channel characteristics
and UWOC system using a blue semiconductor disk laser that
passively mode-locked by a semiconductor saturable absorb mirror
for the first time. The attenuation coefficients of the continuous-
wave and mode-locked lasers under different concentrations of
Maalox solution are studied, and the results indicate that the
attenuation coefficients of the mode-locked laser are obviously
lower than that of the continuous-wave laser. Then an UWOC
system based on an acousto-optic modulator are constructed, and
the water tank communication experiments are carried out by
using quasi-cyclic low-density-parity-check coding and 64-pulse-
position-modulation. Experimental results show that the bit error
rates of the mode-locked laser are significantly lower than that of
continuous-wave laser under the same Maalox solution concentra-
tion and same signal-noise-ratio. These results provide an attractive
light source for practical long-distance UWOC.

Index Terms—Acousto-optic modulator, mode-locked, pulse
position modulation, quasi-cyclic low-density-parity-check,
semiconductor disk laser, underwater wireless optical communica-
tion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

TRADITIONAL means of underwater communications,
i.e., acoustic and radio frequency (RF) communications,

have been unable to meet the increased needs of ocean ac-
tivities and researches. Underwater acoustic communication
cannot achieve high transmission rate because of its low band-
width, while RF communication cannot realize long-distance
link underwater since its serious attenuation. On the contrary,
underwater wireless optical communication (UWOC) has be-
come a promising method for many researchers because of its
advantages of low delay, long-distance link, high bandwidth,
small device size and good security [1], [2], [3]. It provides an
efficient and practical communication pattern for underwater
wireless sensor networks composed of seabed sensors, relay
buoys, autonomous underwater vehicles, and remotely operated
vehicles [4].

So far, many works on UWOC have been reported for improv-
ing the transmission distance, data rate, and anti-interference ca-
pability along the underwater links. By using a 520 nm LD light
source, On-Off Keying (OOK) modulation and linear equaliza-
tion method, Wang reported a 100 m/500-Mbps UWOC system
in 2019 [5]. In 2020, Yang et al. demonstrated a 100 m/100-Mbps
UWOC system using a high-power frequency-doubled 532 nm
green laser from a 1064 nm continuous-wave (CW) solid-
state laser [6]. In 2021, Chen demonstrated a 150-m/500-Mbps
UWOC system by employing partial response shaping, inter-
leaving, precoding, and lattice coded modulation technology [7].
In 2022, Chao et al. realized a 100 m/3-Gbps UWOC system by
using a photomultiplier [8]. However, with the increase of com-
munication distance, the waveform of signal begins to deform,
which makes it necessary to use more complex coding and shap-
ing technology on the transmitter or receiver. Compared with
OOK or pulse amplitude modulation (PAM), for a given bit error
rate (BER), the format of pulse phase modulation signal (such as
pulse position modulation (PPM) [9], differential pulse position
modulation (DPPM), digital pulse interval modulation (DPIM))
has higher power efficiency and better anti-noise performance.
Among the PPM, DPPM and DPIM [10], the PPM is the easiest
way to implement, and has been widely used in a UWOC
system. It has become the modulation format selected by most
researchers.
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TABLE I
RESEARCHES OF M-PPM UWOC SYSTEM

Table I lists the research progress of PPM modulated UWOC
system in recent years. In 2018, Shen et al. implemented a
UWOC system with a link-distance of 46 m by utilizing the
power efficient PPM and ultra-sensitive multi-pixel photon
counter [11]. In subsequent studies, most researchers used single
photon or weak light detection [12], [13], [14], [15], [16].

When most researches focused on the efficient modulation,
advanced coding, and weak-light detection to achieve long-
distance transmission, there was few investigations about the
light source used in a UWOC system. The pulsed laser was
used by Hu et al. who used 256-PPM. They reported a UWOC
system with 13.7 MHz bandwidth, 35.88 attenuation length and
120 m transmission distance in Jerlov II water [17]. However,
their PPM pulse signal needs to adapt to low repetition rate (1.5
KHz), which brings inconvenience to their research. Therefore,
an efficient UWOC light source is the premise to realize long-
distance communication.

Light sources commonly used in UWOC are light-emitting
diodes (LEDs) and laser diodes (LDs). LED can only be used
in underwater sensor networks because of its large divergence
and low bandwidth. LD has become the preferred light source
for long-distance communication in virtue of its small beam
divergence and high bandwidth [18]. One of the most important
measures to improve the performance of a UWOC system is
a high-quality blue light source which experiences the lowest
absorption coefficient in ocean [19], [20].

Semiconductor lasers have advantages of high efficiency, long
life, small volume, high integration capacity compared with dye
lasers and solid-state lasers, but it is difficult for a semiconductor
laser to obtain high power and good beam quality at the same
time. The output power of an edge-emitting semiconductor
laser has exceeded 10 W, however, the laser works with multi-
transverse modes and poor beam quality. Although vertical-
cavity surface-emitting laser can produce excellent beam quality,
its output power is limited to milliwatts.

Semiconductor disk lasers (SDLs), or named as optically-
pumped vertical-external-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VEC-
SELs) have attracted attention in academia and industry for its

ability to produce high output power and good beam quality
simultaneously [21], [22], [23], [24]. The reported output power
of a VECSEL with fundamental transverse mode has been more
than 20 W, and the M2 factor of beam quality was about 1.1
[25]. The demonstrated maximum output power of a multiple
transverse mode VECSEL has exceeded 100 W [26]. Most
importantly, its emission wavelength can be designed according
to actual applications by the bandgap engineering, and using
nonlinear frequency conversion, its emission wavelength can
be further extended to the wide range from ultraviolet to mid-
infrared, which includes the desired blue-green waveband for
UWOC.

In 1963, Duntley et al. found that the absorption coefficient
of 450–550 nm light in seawater was much lower than that of
the other visible light. Even in the blue-green waveband with
relatively weak absorption, attenuation coefficients of seawater
to laser beams at different wavelengths changes significantly
with the various wavelength. Therefore, a light source with
suitable wavelength is one of the most important things for
long-distance transmission.

Because of the portability and operability of the internal
modulation (i.e., direct modulation), it appears in most of the
reported UWOC systems. By changing the injected current of
the laser, internal modulation transfers the electronic signals
to a light wave. Since it is difficult to modulate the large
driving current of a high-power semiconductor laser, output
power of a commercially available directly-modulated laser is
limited to tens of milliwatts. Although advanced detector, e.g.,
single-photon detector, can extend the link distance beyond 100
meters, finding single photons in ocean is a huge challenge for
engineering applications.

Therefore, external modulation is an attractive and alternative
means. As a typical external modulator, acousto-optic modulator
(AOM) changes the amplitude of diffraction light when the laser
beam passes through the ultrasonic field (which is determined by
the electronic signal that loaded on the piezoelectric transducer)
in the acousto-optic crystal (generally, lithium niobate), so to
transfers the electronic signals to a light wave. It pushes the
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output power of a light source from tens of milliwatts to several
watts without affecting the stability of the resonant cavity of the
light source, and can significantly upgrade the communication
distance at MHz data rate, which is three orders of magnitude
bigger than that of acoustic communication and can meet the
needs of most applications of UWOC.

In this work, we use a frequency-doubled 490 nm SDL
that mode-locked (ML) by a semiconductor saturable absorp-
tion mirror (SESAM) as the light source of UWOC. And the
frequency-doubled 490 nm CW SDL is also built through the
same gain chip. By measuring the attenuation of the CW and
ML blue SDL in different underwater channels, the channel
characteristics of the above two different lasers are investigated.
Then, an AOM based UWOC system using quasi-cyclic low-
density-parity-check (QC-LDPC) coding and 64-PPM is built.
Experimental results show that ML laser has smaller attenuation
and bit error rate (BER) than the CW laser in the same water
quality. And in the case of low signal noise ratio (SNR), ML
laser shows better communication quality than the CW laser.

II. BLUE MODE-LOCKED SEMICONDUCTOR DISK LASER

Compared with CW lasers, a ML laser can produce high
peak power and could suffer smaller attenuation, thus support
longer link distance of a UWOC system. Gain chip for the blue
mode-locked SDL is epitaxially grown in reverse sequences
as: the AlGaAs etch stop layer with high Al composition, the
GaAs protect layer, the AlGaAs window layer with high barrier,
the active region, the distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) and
the antioxidant GaAs cap layer. There are 15 InGaAs/GaAsP
quantum wells in the active region, the content of In in InGaAs
well layer is designed to meet the target laser wavelength of 980
nm, and the content of P in GaAsP barrier layer (also works as
the strain compensation layer) must be adequate to compensate
the strain but not too much to absorb the pumping energy. The
DBR is composed of 30 pairs alternate AlGaAs layers with
high Al (lower refractive index) and low Al (higher refractive
index) composition, and the designed center wavelength and
high-reflectivity bandwidth of it are 980 nm and 100 nm respec-
tively. According to the test data given by the manufacturer, the
reflectivity of DBR at 980 nm wavelength is about 99%. The
DBR reflectivity, the surface emitting photoluminescence (PL)
and the laser spectrum are shown in Fig. 1.

When the grown wafer is split to small chips with 4 mm×4
mm dimension, the epitaxial end face is metalized with titanium-
platinum-gold sequentially, then the chip is bonded to a copper
heatsink, and the substrate is removed using chemical etch. The
experimental setup of our ML blue SDL is shown in Fig. 2.
The heatsink is mounted to a thermal-electronic cooler, which
is then connected with a water-cooling system to keep the
temperature at 15 °C. A V-shaped resonant cavity is formed
by the DBR at bottom of gain chip and another DBR at bottom
of SESAM, and a folded mirror with 50 mm radius of curvature
and 99.9% reflectivity at 980 nm is used as the output coupler.
The pump source is an 808 nm fiber-coupled semiconductor
diode laser with 11.5 W output power, and the core diameter
of its pigtail fiber is 100 µm. We use a 1:1 imaging lens pair

Fig. 1. Measured DBR reflectivity, surface emitting photoluminescence (PL)
and laser spectrum.

Fig. 2. Schematics of the CW and the SESAM mode-locked blue SDL.

to focus the pump beam on gain chip at an incident angle of
about 30°, and this will deliver a pump spot with diameter of
about 100 µm on gain chip, approximately matching to the laser
spot.

To start mode-locking, the lengths of arms including gain chip
and SESAM are selected to be 65 and 38 mm respectively, so to
obtain the ratio of spot area on the gain chip and SESAM of about
25:1. With the above ratio, SESAM can be saturated prior to the
gain, and the saturated loss of SESAM and the successively
saturated gain will form a net gain window, in which a laser
pulse can be built. By slightly adjusting the output coupler or
fine tuning the length between the output coupler and SESAM,
stable continuous-wave mode-locking can be produced. A high-
speed free space detector (Thorlabs DET08C, 5 GHz bandwidth,
800–1700 nm waveband) is used to receive the output pulses, and
the signal is delivered to a mixed signal oscilloscope (Tektronix
MSO68B, 10 GHz bandwidth, 50 GHz sampling frequency) for
showing the pulse train. The observed mode-locked pulse train
is plotted in Fig. 3, and the inset indicates pulses in 200 ns time
range.

The repetition rate of mode-locked pulses is recorded by a
spectrum analyzer (RIGOL DSA800, 7.5 GHz bandwidth), and
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Fig. 3. Pulse train of the continuous-wave mode-locked SDL. The inset shows
pulses in 200 ns time range.

Fig. 4. RF spectra of the mode-locked SDL. The second and the third harmonic
are also plotted.

the measured RF spectra can be found in Fig. 4. The fundamental
signal of 1.46 GHz is strictly corresponding to the cavity length
of 103 mm. We also measure the beam quality of the ML laser
using a M2 measurement system (Thorlabs M2MS-BC106N),
and the results are shown in Fig. 5. The M2 factors on x and
y directions are 1.03 and 1.00 respectively, indicating a good
beam quality of the SESAM mode-locked SDL.

After the achievement of stable mode-locking, a 5 mm length
lithium borate (LBO) crystal is inserted in the arm that include
the SESAM for frequency-doubling. The crystal should be sit-
uated close to the SESAM as can as possible, so to produce
a smaller laser spot on crystal and obtain higher conversion
efficiency of frequency-doubling. It should be noted that the
inserted crystal may destroy previously mode-locking, and some
further adjustments of the cavity are needed to maintain the
mode-locking. When the position of the SESAM was adjusted
properly, the mode-locked light can be obtained. Spectra of
the frequency-doubled mode-locked SDL are measured using
a spectrometer (HORIBA iHR320, 150–1500 nm wavelength
range, 0.06 nm resolution) and the wavelength and linewidth of
the CW blue light and the mode-locked blue light are shown

Fig. 5. Measured M2 factor of the output beam of the mode-locked SDL.

Fig. 6. Spectra of the frequency-doubled mode-locked SDL.

together in Fig. 6. At the same time, for the comparability of the
experimental results, we also ensure that the power of the CW
blue laser and the mode-locked blue laser are the same.

III. UNDERWATER CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS

Even the cleanest water attenuates light severely. The quan-
titative characterization of the decay of light underwater can be
determined by the Beer-Lambert law [27], [28], [29]:

PT (λ) = PI(λ)e
−c(λ)l (1)

where PI (λ) and PT (λ) represent the transmitted and received
powers of the light, c is the attenuation coefficient, and l is the
channel distance. The attenuation coefficient, which is defined
as attenuation of optical power per meter, can be extracted from
(1) and expressed as:

c = −
ln PI(λ)

PT (λ)

l
(2)

Since the attenuation of light in water is caused by two
independent physical processes (absorption and scattering), the
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attenuation coefficient c has the following formula:

c = a(λ) + b(λ) (3)

a(λ) and b(λ) are the absorption and scattering coefficient, the
two intrinsic parameters that often used to characterize the
optical properties of medium.

Obviously, attenuation caused by scattering from water, dis-
solved materials and non-algal suspended particles is the prob-
lem restricting long-distance underwater communication. These
scattering cause the collimated beam to diverge, making more
photons to annihilate in transmission. With the development of
light source, photoelectric detection and receiving technology,
some researches has been done by using high frequency mod-
ulation to investigate the scattering of light in water. In 2009,
Linda et al. conducted underwater scattering experiments using
a 532 nm ML laser, and found that the forward scattering was
reduced with an increased repetition rate of the laser pulse [30].
Their works in 2017 also showed that light wave with higher
modulation frequency suffered less loss from forward scattering
[31]. Other theoretical researches also indicated that the angular
distribution of forward scattered light decreases with the increase
of modulation frequency [32], [33], which were consistent with
the above experimental results.

Scattering in seawater can be divided into Rayleigh scattering
and Mie scattering. Generally, only Rayleigh scattering needs
to be considered in pure water or underwater environment with
few impurities. In seawater containing various impurities, both
Rayleigh scattering and Mie scattering should be considered.
To study the scattering, Maalox suspension solution is chosen
in the experiments to take the place of seawater. This is a mixed
solution of Al (OH)3 (220 mg/5 ml) and Mg (OH)2 (195 mg/5
ml) as the main component. We put 20 ml mixed solution into
the water tank (with 0.073 m3 water) each time to prepare
underwater channel with different scattering concentrations, and
the prepared concentrations are 0, 115.3, 230.5, 345.8 and 461.1
mg·m−3.

Then the blue ML laser and CW laser described in section 2
with 15.6 mW average power are used to study the underwater
channel characteristics. The blue laser passes through a 1.5 m
× 0.4 m × 0.3 m water tank, and the total 18 m length optical
path is formed as shown in Fig. 11. A 250 mm × 100 mm
bigger mirror is used on one side, and five 20 mm × 20 mm
smaller mirrors are put on the other side in order to facilitate the
adjustment of the light path. A beam expander composed of two
plane-convex lenses with 75 mm and 300 mm focal length has
been designed and put in front of the water tank, and the power
of output laser beam is measured by a power meter (Thorlabs
PM100D) with a detector (Thorlabs S140C, 5 mm aperture, 350–
1100 nm wavelength, 0.001–500 mW power range).

The output light power is measured at different transmission
distances and various water quality with changed concentration
of Maalox suspension solution, and the corresponding power
attenuation curves of the ML laser are shown in Fig. 7. The
respective slope is marked on the right side of every curves. It
can be concluded from Fig. 7 that the power (in dBm) decreases
linearly with the increasing distance, and the absolute value of

Fig. 7. Power attenuation of the ML laser with different distance.

Fig. 8. Power attenuation of the CW laser with different distance.

slope of attenuation curve increase with the increased concentra-
tion. That is, light with same power can transmit farther distance
in water with smaller concentration.

On comparison, we plot the power attenuation curves of a CW
laser under different Maalox solution concentration in Fig. 8.
Similar to Fig. 7, the power decreases linearly with the increasing
distance, and the absolute value of slope of attenuation curve
increase with the increased concentration. The difference of
Figs. 7 and 8 is that the slope of attenuation curve of the CW
laser is always bigger than that of the ML laser.

Power attenuation of ML and CW laser are put together in
Fig. 9. It can be seen from Fig. 9 that the powers of ML laser are
always higher than that of CW laser at the same distance with
different concentration. After 18 m transmission distance, under
0 mg·m−3, 203.5 mg·m−3 and 461.1 mg·m−3 concentrations,
the powers of ML and CW laser are 4.18 and 1.03 dBm, −4.81
and −8.29 dBm, −13.18 and −17.44 dBm. Obviously, with
increased concentration (i.e., 0, 203.5 and 461.1 mg·m−3), the
power difference (3.15, 3.48 and 4.36 dBm) between ML and
CW laser increases gradually, and this means that the advantage
of ML laser is more significant under higher concentration (i.e.,
more intensive scattering).

Values of different distance and the corresponding powers
in Figs. 7 and 8 are substituted into (2), and the calculated
attenuation coefficients are plotted in Fig. 10. It can be seen
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the attenuation curves of the ML and the CW lasers.

Fig. 10. Attenuation coefficients of the ML and the CW lasers.

the attenuation coefficient increase linearly with the increased
concentration, and ML laser always has lower attenuation co-
efficient than CW laser. For example, when the concentration
is 0 mg·m−3, attenuation coefficient of CW laser is 0.128 m−1,
and the power required for 100 m transmission will be 3.6 W
(given the received power of 0.01 mW). On contrast, attenuation
coefficient of ML laser is 0.08 m−1, 3.6 W could transmit about
160 m, 60 m further than CW laser. Even increase the power of
CW laser by 10 dB, which is a huge challenge for engineering
realization, the transmission distance only could be pushed to
118 m, still shorter than 160 m of the ML laser.

We mark the attenuation coefficients of three common water
types, i.e., pure ocean water (c= 0.0641 m−1), clear ocean water
(c = 0.1502 m−1) and coastal ocean water (c = 0.399 m−1).
The attenuation coefficients of CW laser in Fig. 10 are same as
reported values by Tian et al. [29], but attenuation coefficients
of ML laser are significantly smaller than that of CW laser.

For a pulsed light beam, it has been reported that when the
intensity of laser exceeds the threshold of underwater nonlinear
optics (∼108–109 W/cm2), strong nonlinear processes such as
stimulated Brillouin scattering, stimulated Raman scattering
and stimulated heat scattering will occur, and this would result
in dramatical change of the attenuation coefficient of light in
water [34]. In this work, the light intensity of the used blue
mode-locked SDL is estimated to be about 1.7 × 103 W/cm2,

Fig. 11. Experimental setup of the UWOC system using blue ML/CW SDL.
M1: Mirror1, M2: Mirrors2.

far smaller than the threshold of underwater nonlinear optics
mentioned above, so the reduction of attenuation coefficient of
the ML laser cannot be caused by nonlinear effects. We think
that the ML laser pulses train with high repetition rate can be
regarded as high frequency modulated light wave, which will
suffer lower scattering attenuation underwater, just as reported
in references [30], [31], [32], [33].

IV. UWOC SYSTEM

To further utilize the idea underwater channel characteristics
of the ML laser, we introduce our frequency-doubled SESAM
mode-locked SDL into a UWOC system and compare its perfor-
mance with a continuous-wave SDL. An AOM, whose feasibility
for UWOC has been verified by our previous work [35], was
selected as the modulator in this experiment.

The blue ML/CW SDL based UWOC experimental system
using QC-LDPC coding and 64-PPM modulation is shown
in Fig. 11. The 64-PPM modulation signal with QC-LDPC
coding is loaded into an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG)
(Tektronix AWG70002A, 50 Gs/s sampling rate, 2 Gs record
length) for digital-to-analog conversion, and is transferred to
analog signal. This analog signal is then delivered to the driver
of AOM, in which the incident light beam is modulated by the
analogy signal. A lens with shorter focal length (ƒ1 = 75 mm)
is used to focus the 490 nm blue laser before it entering the
AOM, and another lens with longer focal length (ƒ2 = 300 mm)
is employed on the other side to expand the laser beam to reduce
its divergence. The modulated laser beam passes through the
water tank and the total length of underwater communication
link is about 18 m. The output beam is focused by a lens onto
an avalanche photodetector (Thorlabs APD210, 400–1000 nm
wavelength range, 5–1600 MHz bandwidth), and a mixed signal
oscilloscope is used to record and analyze the received signal.
All experiments are carried out in dark environment to minimize
the influence of light noise.

Fig. 12 shows the key parts of the UWOC system. Fig. 12(a)
shows the transmitter including a ML/CW laser (with an 808
nm pump source, gain chip, SESAM, LBO), an AOM and a pair
of lenses. Fig. 12(b) shows the underwater communication link
and receiver equipment.

There are many modulation methods that can be used in
UWOC. OOK modulation is widely used as one of the earliest
modulation modes, and is relatively easy to implement. But
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Fig. 12. Key parts of the UWOC system using blue ML/CW SDL. (a) The
transmitter including a ML/CW laser, an AOM and a pair of lenses. (b) The
underwater optical link. And the receiver containing a focusing lens, an APD
and an oscilloscope.

compared with others modulation methods, its power utiliza-
tion is not so good. PPM is a modulation mode that transmits
information by using the relative position of pulse. In optical
communication, PPM modulation method can achieve high data
transmission rate with the lowest average optical power [36].
DPPM removes those zeros after the high-level pulse in PPM, it
is an improved version of PPM. DPIM uses the relative distance
between two neighbor pulses to transmit information.

The modulation and demodulation mode of information play
an important role in a communication system. On the premise
of reliability, the modulation mode with high transmission rate
(the amount of information transmitted per unit time) or high
transmission efficiency (the amount of information transmitted
per unit energy) should be selected. In our UWOC, the selected
64-PPM can take both transmission rate and efficiency into
account. The communication quality is tested using 64-PPM
modulation with 1/2 code rate QC-LDPC code, and the error
code analysis is performed on the generated 216-1 symbols
at different distances (0–18 m) and Maalox suspension solu-
tion concentrations. The power attenuation is shown in Figs. 7
and 8. Considering the limited bandwidth of AOM, the possible

Fig. 13. Normalized powers (a) and normalized bandwidths (b) with various
modulation orders under PPM, DPPM and DPIM.

Fig. 14. Transmitted characterization with 64-PPM modulation.

shortest pulse width of 20 ns is used in the above experiments
in Fig. 14. At the same time, to ensure the comparability of the
experiment, we have ensured that the average power of ML and
CW lasers are both 15.6 mW.

Fig. 15 shows the communication performance of ML and
CW laser with and without QC-LDPC coding at 18 m distance.
Obviously, BERs increase with the increased concentration of
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Fig. 15. BERs at different Maalox concentrations. The inset at the bottom
right shows the enlargement of the marked area.

Maalox solution, and this is understandable: higher concentra-
tion aggravates the forward and back scattering underwater, and
the folded optical path further increase the interference between
light beams. Both above factors will decrease the signal-to-noise
ratio and increase the BER. At 0 mg·m−3 and 115.3 mg·m−3

Maalox solution concentrations, the BERs of ML and CW lasers
without QC-LDPC are much lower than 10−5, and the BERs of
ML and CW lasers with QC-LDPC are all zeros, so they are not
plotted in the Fig. 14.

At 230.6 mg·m−3 concentrations, BERs of ML and CW laser
with QC-LDPC coding are 5.12 × 10−5 and 2.94 × 10−4, while
BERs of ML and CW laser without QC-LDPC coding are 5.48
× 10−3 and 1.42 × 10−2. It can be concluded that for the same
laser, with QC-LDPC coding has lower BER than without QC-
LDPC coding; and for the same coding, ML laser has lower BER
than CW laser. It should be noted that at the concentration of
461.1 mg·m−3, BER of the ML laser without QC-LDPC is 8.6
× 10−2, already lower than that of the CW laser with QC-LDPC
coding (9.8× 10−2), and this indicate that the ML laser has more
obvious advantage at high Maalox solution concentrations, i.e.,
high scattering concentration.

Then we add more Maalox solution into the water tank to
obtain higher concentration beyond 461.1 mg·m−3, to discuss
BERs of ML and CW laser under higher scattering (lower SNR)
condition in detail. Fig. 16 shows the waveforms of the received
signal and noise under three different SNRs.

The relationships between SNRs and BERs of ML and CW
lasers are shown in Fig. 17. It is clear that the BERs increase with
the decreasing SNRs. It can be seen from Fig. 17 that under low
SNR (<3 dB), only the BER of ML laser with QC-LDPC is in the
order of 10−4, which is not only at least one order of magnitude
lower than other cases, but also below the threshold BER of
effective communication (i.e., below forward error correction
threshold of 3.8 × 10−3). It also can be seen from Fig. 16 that
when the SNR is less than 2.425 dB, BERs of ML laser without
QC-LDPC coding are lower than that of CW laser with QC-
LDPC coding, and this shows again that ML laser has better
performance under high scattering conditions, e.g., costal ocean
water.

Fig. 16. Waveforms of the received signal and noise under three different
SNR.

Fig. 17. BERs versus SNRs of ML and CW lasers with and without QC-LDPC
coding. The inset at the bottom left shows the enlargement of the marked area.

V. DISCUSSIONS

The ML laser used in the experiment has the same output
power as the CW laser. The only difference between them is
that the peak power of the ML laser pulse is two orders of
magnitude higher than the output power of the CW laser. The
experimental results show that the attenuation coefficient of the
ML laser is significantly smaller than that of CW laser in any
water quality. Theoretically, the attenuation coefficient of light
in water is independent of its power, so the high peak power
of ML lasers is not the direct reason for their small attenuation
coefficient. At the same time, the peak power of the ML laser
used in the experiment has not yet reached the conditions for
generating nonlinear effects in water, so the influence of non-
linear effects on reducing the attenuation coefficient can also
be ignored. The remaining reasonable explanation is that the
high repetition rate of the ML laser result in a decrease in its
attenuation coefficient. In fact, the pulse train of the ML laser can
be considered as a modulated light wave. It should be noted that
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high-frequency modulated light waves can significantly reduce
their forward scattering in water, which has been reported in the
early literature. Obviously, a reduced forward scattering means
a smaller attenuation coefficient. Therefore, we believe that the
high repetition rate of the ML laser pulse results in a significantly
smaller attenuation coefficient in water compared with the CW
laser.

QC-LDPC is a type of error-correction code that can ef-
fectively solve the increasing BER caused by sudden errors
in transmission. In UWOC, the above increasing BER are in-
evitable, so the QC-LDPC coding can significantly reduce the
BER and improve communication performance. In this article,
for both ML and CW laser, QC-LDPC has an obvious effect
on reducing BER. By comparison, we found that even without
the beneficial coding method of QC-LDPC, the BER of the
ML laser would be lower than that of the CW laser. Espe-
cially under high scattering conditions, the performance of the
ML lasers is more prominent. When the scattering coefficient
reaches a certain value, so that the CW laser can no longer
meet the communication requirements, the ML laser can still do
well.

VI. CONCLUSION

In summary, by using a frequency-doubled 490 nm SDL that
passively mode-locked by a SESAM, we have measured the
attenuation coefficients of the ML laser and compared it with the
case of CW laser under different concentrations of Maalox solu-
tion. Experimental results show that the ML laser has obviously
lower attenuation coefficient than that of CW laser. and Based
on the ML/CW blue SDL, along with an AOM, we also have
demonstrated a UWOC system using QC-LDPC and 64-PPM.
BERs of the ML/CW lasers with and without QC-LDPC under
different Maalox solution concentrations are investigated, and it
can be concluded that the BERs of the ML laser are significantly
lower than that of CW laser. BERs of the ML/CW lasers with
and without QC-LDPC under high Maalox solution (i.e., low
SNR) are studied particularly, and the ML laser shows much
better performance than the CW laser. Especially, BERs of the
ML laser without QC-LDPC become lower than that of CW
laser with QC-LDPC, which further verify the advantage of the
ML laser as a light source for UWOC.
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